Seminars Summer Semester 2019

Registration Period: **Tuesday, 22nd January - Monday, 28th January 2019**
Please register via the online form under [https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/en/study/master-of-science/economics/exams/](https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/en/study/master-of-science/economics/exams/) only during the application period.

**ECONOMETRICS AND APPLIED ECONOMICS**

**EAES**: Summer School on Econometrics and Machine Learning (6 ECTS)  
L. Grigoryeva/W. Pohlmeier  
Kick-off: 15/04/19, 17:00, F 208  
Block: Sept. 22 - 29, 2019 in Anapa (Russia) on the Black Sea

The summer school is a joint endeavor of Plekhanov University, Moscow, and the University of Konstanz. Participation in the Summer School counts as a Master Seminar in Econometrics with 6 ECTS. Students who are not able to attend the Summer School have the opportunity to present their seminar paper in a block seminar in the first week of the lecture period of the winter term: **Thursday 17/10/19 & Friday 18/10/19**

Participation in the Summer School will be almost fully funded (travel expenses, room and board). A small participation fee (ca. 100 euro) will be charged though.

A syllabus incl. prerequisites is available from [https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/pohlmeier/teaching/courses-of-summer-term/](https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/pohlmeier/teaching/courses-of-summer-term/)

**EAES/PES**: Empirical Public Economics, 2 hours (6 ECTS)  
G. Schwerdt  
Kick-off: 26/04/19 10:00-12:00, F 208  
Block: 4.7.2019 - 5.7.2019

A syllabus will be available from [https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/en/schwerdt/teaching/current-teaching/](https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/en/schwerdt/teaching/current-teaching/) in due course.

**INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL ECONOMICS**

**IFES**: Selected Topics in Corporate Finance, 2 hours (6 ECTS)  
A. Kind  
Kick-off: 25/04/19, 13:00-15:00, F 208  
Block: 21/06/19, 09:45-18:00


**MACROECONOMICS AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS**

**MIES**: The Macroeconomics of Inequality, 2 hours (6 ECTS)  
A. di Nola  
Kick-off: tba  
Block: tba
MICROECONOMICS AND DECISION MAKING

**MDMS:** Topics in Applied Game Theory: Behavioral Economics and Institutions, 2 hours (6 ECTS)  
Kick-off: 26/04/19, 13:45-15:00  
28/06/19, 14-18 Presentations  
29/06/19, 9-13 Presentations  
05/07/19, 14-18 Presentations  
06/07/19, 9-13 Presentations

A syllabus is available from [https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/goldluecke/teaching/summer-semester-2019/](https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/goldluecke/teaching/summer-semester-2019/)

**MDMS/PES:** Communication and Information Aggregation, 2 hours (6 ECTS)  
Preliminary meeting: Friday, 26/04/19, 13:45-17:45  
Block: Friday, 05/07/19, 10:00-18:00,  
Saturday, 06/07/19, 10:00-18:00,

A syllabus will be available from [https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/fehrler/teaching/seminars/](https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/fehrler/teaching/seminars/) in due course.

**MDMS:** Behavioral Economics, 2 hours (6 ECTS)  
Kick-off: 15/04/19  

I. Wolff

A syllabus will be available from [https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/fischbacher/teaching/current-term/](https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/fischbacher/teaching/current-term/) in due course.

PUBLIC ECONOMICS

**PES/MDMS:** Communication and Information Aggregation, 2 hours (6 ECTS)  
Preliminary meeting: Friday, 26/04/19, 13:45-17:45  
Block: Friday, 05/07/19, 10:00-18:00,  
Saturday, 06/07/19, 10:00-18:00,

A syllabus will be available from [https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/fehrler/teaching/seminars/](https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/fehrler/teaching/seminars/) in due course.

**PES/EAES:** Empirical Public Economics, 2 hours (6 ECTS)  
Kick-off: 26/04/19 10:00-12:00, F 208

Block: 4.7.2019 - 5.7.2019

A syllabus will be available from [https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/en/schwerdt/teaching/current-teaching/](https://www.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de/en/schwerdt/teaching/current-teaching/) in due course.